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20% of Hamilton’s residents are living in poverty.
Rates are even higher for children under 14 (24%),

Seniors age 65 and older (24%),
the Aboriginal community (37%),
and recent immigrants (50%).

This is unacceptable.

WWWWWe stand together as a community to find solutions.e stand together as a community to find solutions.e stand together as a community to find solutions.e stand together as a community to find solutions.e stand together as a community to find solutions.
(Source:  Hamilton Poverty Matrix, 2005)
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I.  A Brief History of the RoundtableI.  A Brief History of the RoundtableI.  A Brief History of the RoundtableI.  A Brief History of the RoundtableI.  A Brief History of the Roundtable

In May 2005, Hamilton Community Foundation and the City of Hamilton co-convened a group of
individuals that would come to be known as Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction (HRPR). The
City and the Community Foundation recognized the tireless efforts, over many years, of so many
organizations, funders, businesses and poverty advocates to respond to poverty in our community. But
we realized that something was wrong.

Hamilton has one of the highest rates of poverty in Ontario.  In fact, 20% of our population—that’s
almost 100,000 people—live in households with incomes below the poverty line.  Rates are even higher
for children under 14 (24%), seniors aged 65 and older (24%), the Aboriginal community (37%) and
recent immigrants (50%).  (Source:  Hamilton Poverty Matrix, 2005)

These figures are unacceptable and we stand together as a community to find solutions to poverty that
will give everyone an opportunity to contribute to the vitality and prosperity of the city. We come
together to act comprehensively and systematically to tackle the root causes of poverty.
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Many leaders—politicians, business leaders, media, educators, service providers and others—have
stepped out of their silos to work collaboratively through the Roundtable with people living in poverty
and their advocates. This has captured the attention of our community and of other communities across
Canada and around the world. There is no “formula” for this approach to community problem-solving,
but experts in community change strategies are beginning to call it “collective leadership.” We can be
proud that we are building a made-in-Hamilton model together.

Documenting our ProgressDocumenting our ProgressDocumenting our ProgressDocumenting our ProgressDocumenting our Progress
1. Hamilton Poverty Matrix (August 2005)
Understanding who lives in poverty in Hamilton helps us focus on results. In partnership with the Social
Planning and Research Council, the Roundtable published the Poverty Matrix detailing Hamilton’s
poverty demographics.

2. Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child: A Change Framework (June 2006)
After extensive consultation and review of promising research, the Roundtable launched its highest
aspiration for the community to address poverty. Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child: The
Change Framework is a strategic vision for the community, and identifies five critical points of
investment in children and youth to break the cycle of poverty and level the playing field for all children.

3. Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child: Building on the Change Framework ~
Community Strategies (December 2006)
Hamilton is a community with enormous energy and capacity. In December 2006, the HRPR began
documenting the community response to the aspiration of Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a
Child. These community strategies are both progress and inspiration.

4. Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child: Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty
Reduction ~ Starting Point Strategies (February 2007)
Three HRPR strategies are detailed: a community-wide strategy led by the Roundtable, specific
strategies in each of the critical points of investment, and the HRPR’s role supporting the community-led
strategies and local solutions.

All these documents are available by contacting the HRPR office or at www.hamiltonpoverty.ca
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II.  The AspirationII.  The AspirationII.  The AspirationII.  The AspirationII.  The Aspiration

Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a ChildMaking Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a ChildMaking Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a ChildMaking Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a ChildMaking Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child

Our Vision
Hamilton will be a city that is known throughout North America as the best place to raise a
child.

Citizens, businesses, government and organizations have ensured that all children in Hamilton
succeed. Children begin life in a caring and nurturing family environment. They thrive in school,
participate actively in sports, recreation and community activities. They build strong connections
to their neighbours and friends. Children and youth are involved in the community from an early
age and are able to influence community decisions. They graduate from high school and look
toward their futures with hope and anticipation. Youth connect to appropriate post-secondary
education or skills training programs that prepare them well for the workforce. They find work
that fulfills them. They settle in Hamilton, are active in the community as volunteers, build assets
and buy homes, become voters and raise their families. Businesses are attracted to Hamilton,
drawn by a capable work force and dynamic community environment. The cycle renews.

To achieve this vision, there is broad citizen engagement resulting in changes to the core
community supports that are the foundation of quality of life in Hamilton:

• universal access to health care that focuses on prevention, early intervention and mental
health

• strong educational institutions
• a solid economy producing quality employment and a living wage
• affordable housing in neighbourhoods across the city
• accessible and reliable transportation
• accessible amenities at the neighbourhood level
• adequate and responsive income security programs and
• institutional and community behaviour that values the participation and contribution of

youth.
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III.  Reaching the VisionIII.  Reaching the VisionIII.  Reaching the VisionIII.  Reaching the VisionIII.  Reaching the Vision

What Needs to Change?What Needs to Change?What Needs to Change?What Needs to Change?What Needs to Change?
Everyone concerned with poverty in Hamilton is working hard to meet the needs of children and
families. But we are working separately in narrow ‘silos’, focused on the daily challenges of today’s
needs. Our collaborations and partnerships revolve around our programs.

The Poverty Roundtable is taking a different approach. We want to help focus attention on the ‘big
picture’—the outcomes of our efforts and the aspirations of our community. We want to set measurable
goals, address the systemic factors that keep Hamilton from being the best place to raise a child, and
report our progress to the community.

The systems that impact children and youth are not designed to work together. We need to change that.
The barriers that hold young people back may seem out of our reach but by working together in all
sectors—business, education, not-for-profit, government and others—we can remove those barriers.

Children are at the center of a complex system. Reducing child poverty and increasing children’s
chances requires a strong business sector and employment, responsive social services, high quality
schools and training programs, accessible health care, housing and recreation, a strong voluntary sector,
strong families, youth participation in civic affairs, etc. Those systems, and others, all impact the children
of Hamilton.

For the Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction, it has become absolutely clear that tackling
poverty is key to both our economic prosperity and our social vitality as a community. Our City’s
economic development and its social development are inextricably linked: they are two sides of the
same coin. Poverty destroys both sides of the coin.

To make real change happen in Hamilton, we have to change what we think about poverty and how we
work together to address the root causes of poverty. We need to build on the assets that already exist in
our community. This is how we need to work differently:

• Shift our emphasis from alleviation to prevention
• Think comprehensively and tackle the root causes of poverty including income security,

employment, food security, affordable housing, accessible transportation, social inclusion and
safe neighbourhoods

• Work collaboratively across sectors
• Abandon blame and acknowledge that people living in poverty have a role in creating solutions
• Emphasize innovation, risk taking, and long-term change

Who Needs to Participate?Who Needs to Participate?Who Needs to Participate?Who Needs to Participate?Who Needs to Participate?
Hamilton’s poverty challenge demands collective leadership. The Roundtable has a role to play in
sparking change and leveraging resources—but others are just as important.
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There are many leaders across the community from all sectors who are focusing their efforts on poverty
and poverty reduction. Our politicians, business leaders, media, community advocates, education, health
and government leaders at all levels play crucial roles. The Roundtable recognizes and values this
leadership. But to make progress on poverty, Hamilton needs its leaders and its networks to step up
and work together: to apply their expertise and wisdom—and their passion—collectively to the complex
challenge of poverty.

Communities will need to generate leaders from public, private and non-profit
sectors. They must build consensus across barriers of jurisdiction, class, gender and
race. ...To bring about these broad, systemic changes, citizens and their leaders
must make common cause, building broad coalitions to achieve common goals.
They must raise public awareness, reshape the public discourse, and mobilize
resources to address the root causes of economic and social insecurity. This will
require action within communities as well as on a provincial or national scale.

– Judith Maxwell, Canadian Policy Research Network,
Looking Down the Road: Leadership in Canada’s Changing
Communities, Community Foundations of Canada, 2006
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The Role of the RoundtableThe Role of the RoundtableThe Role of the RoundtableThe Role of the RoundtableThe Role of the Roundtable
Community change as complex as poverty reduction needs support. Experts in comprehensive
community initiatives (like Vibrant Communities, the Caledon Institute of Social Policy and the
Collaboratory for Community Support) have given us advice helping to frame the role of the
Roundtable. Although the Roundtable’s work will no doubt evolve over time, we are committed to four
main roles:

1. Promote a Strategic Poverty Focus
• We will develop and articulate shared poverty reduction aspirations and outcomes across all

sectors of the community
• We will keep the focus on strategic community change
• We will influence decisions about poverty in the community

2. Encourage Broad Community Engagement
• We will engage the community in creating shared change goals and solutions
• We will create space for frank and open discussion across all sectors

3. Leverage Change and Action
• We will identify barriers that block progress and strategies that provide solutions
• We will link organizations and sectors that are crucial to effective strategies
• We will leverage resources, attract community investment, and encourage alignment of resources

to support change

4. Ensure Learning, Communication and Accountability
• We will facilitate exchange of knowledge that informs and drives change
• We will communicate to the community about poverty and change strategies
• We will measure progress (outcomes and process) and report back to the community
• We will provide administrative support to keep the change initiative moving forward

We will make a difference.

Three Levels of StrategyThree Levels of StrategyThree Levels of StrategyThree Levels of StrategyThree Levels of Strategy
As we move forward, the Roundtable will initiate strategies at three levels:
√√√√√ The “macro” strategy is a broad community-level approach focused at the foundational

community supports, policy and systems level change required for poverty reduction
√√√√√ Each of the Five Critical Points of Investment will be driven by strategic outcomes defined by a

starting point partner
√√√√√ Local strategies and community solutions will be assessed to build community knowledge,

synergies and best-practice approaches

Some of our ideas in each of these areas follow. But we know that the Roundtable is just one piece of
the framework. It will take everyone in Hamilton working together to really make an impact on poverty.
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We also know that this is just the starting point, as we move forward with our community, things will
change. New leaders will come forward, policy changes will happen, new opportunities will emerge and
we know that these strategies will need to be responsive, adaptable and flexible. But we need to start.

HRPR’HRPR’HRPR’HRPR’HRPR’s Starting Strategies Approachs Starting Strategies Approachs Starting Strategies Approachs Starting Strategies Approachs Starting Strategies Approach
Within this framework, the Roundtable has consulted community experts, research and best practices.
Based on what we now know, we’ve identified starting strategies for the Roundtable at the macro level,
in each critical point of investment, and at the local community level. We’ve teamed up with partners in
the community. There are many places we could have started: our approach was to understand
Hamilton’s strength in each area, identify the significant gap that children in poverty face, and
imagine how we could begin to level the playing field. We identified community partners who are
leading the way in Hamilton by working differently, collaborating across sectors and networks, and
focusing on community change. The Roundtable’s role is to support the outcomes identified by the
partners through a strategic poverty focus. These starting points build on the assets we have in Hamilton,
reflect best practices, and hold out hope for significant progress toward Making Hamilton the Best
Place to Raise a Child.

On the following pages, for each level of strategy and critical stage of investment, we outline:
• why this level or stage is critical
• what HRPR has identified as a significant gap and our starting strategies
• the partner(s) we plan to work with
• what HRPR will do
• some promising practices and relevant research.
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IVIVIVIVIV.  .  .  .  .  Community-Level “Macro” StrategyCommunity-Level “Macro” StrategyCommunity-Level “Macro” StrategyCommunity-Level “Macro” StrategyCommunity-Level “Macro” Strategy

Why This Level is CriticalWhy This Level is CriticalWhy This Level is CriticalWhy This Level is CriticalWhy This Level is Critical
Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child is a complex goal with a multitude of players and
competing interests. Our community has many assets, including a committed local government, a vibrant
voluntary and public sector, an educational sector that focuses on all students achieving success, a
business community that has shown leadership and drive, and a wealth of poverty advocates who
effectively ensure that the voice of individuals living in poverty is heard. We also have a growing
infrastructure of neighbourhood leaders and youth leaders. If we are to make community-wide,
significant change to reduce poverty and improve the chances for all children, we need to bring those
assets together, share our knowledge, and think strategically toward a shared vision.

The Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategiesThe Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategiesThe Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategiesThe Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategiesThe Significant Gap and Our Starting Strategies
While everyone in Hamilton is working hard to meet the needs of children and their families living in
poverty, our collaborations and partnerships revolve around the delivery of programs and not the big
picture.  The Poverty Roundtable is taking a different approach.
√√√√√ By discouraging silo efforts and bringing all sectors together, we will be able to strategically focus on

poverty reduction including setting measurable goals,addressing the root causes of poverty and
reporting on our progress to the community.

Our Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point Partner
The HRPR brings a committed group of partners together from all sectors in Hamilton. As a
Roundtable, we represent a wide range of interests, constituencies, and points of view. What we have in
common is a commitment to finding ways to reduce poverty in Hamilton. This is our core collaborative
group—but each strategy that follows in this document brings in more partners and widens the circle.

As we strategize around reducing child poverty in Hamilton, we also have a golden opportunity to work
with youth themselves—through the Building Resilient Communities Youth Engagement initiative. It is the
first time that such a broad coalition of youth and youth agencies in Hamilton has come together to think
strategically about engaging youth. Their voice will inform the Roundtable’s strategies.

To promote our learning, the Roundtable has partnered with the Pan-Canadian Learning Community
(PCLC) hosted by Vibrant Communities. Vibrant Communities provides resources, support and
connections to communities across Canada engaged in poverty reduction work.

What the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will Do
We believe the Roundtable can play a crucial role at the systems level by bringing all sectors together to:
√√√√√ Bring public attention to poverty and a poverty lens to policy discussion at all levels

• Promote a youth voice in community planning and decision-making
• Bring new funding and strategic investment to the table

√√√√√ Use research and developmental evaluation to monitor progress toward a shared vision
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√√√√√ Focus on the structures, processes, policies and indicators which must change to achieve the
aspiration of Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child.

OutcomesOutcomesOutcomesOutcomesOutcomes
√√√√√ Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child will be an aspiration shared across all sectors of

the community.
√√√√√ The community will be actively involved in identifying change goals and solutions.
√√√√√ A civic space will exist for dialogue about poverty reduction across all sectors.
√√√√√ Strategies and solutions will be developed to address barriers that block progress to achieving the

aspiration.
√√√√√ Organizations and sectors will be linked to effective strategies and solutions.
√√√√√ Resources will be aligned and leveraged to support poverty reduction efforts.
√√√√√ Knowledge and best practices will be disseminated to inform and drive change.
√√√√√ Progress will be measured and reported to the community.

Some Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and Research
• Vibrant Communities and the Caledon Institute for Social Policy are tracking poverty reduction

initiatives across Canada. Through interactive websites, extensive reseach, tele-learning sessions,
publications and peer coaching and support, these collaborative partners detail promising
practices for communities interested in poverty reduction.

• The Annie E. Casey Foundation, Pew Partnership and Aspen Institute in the United States
provide frameworks for poverty reduction efforts which engage communities and share best
practices and lessons learned.

Consider thisConsider thisConsider thisConsider thisConsider this

Because the Roundtable brings together leaders from all sectors and representatives of people
living with low-income, it has a unique opportunity to work at the “macro” level. We’ve already
seen progress as a community:
• the formation of the Roundtable in itself
• the unprecedented coverage of poverty by our local media
• the attention on poverty from our City government
• the commitment of resources by local funders to poverty strategies.
We’ve listed more early results on page 24.
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VVVVV. . . . .  Strategies at “Critical Points of Investment” Strategies at “Critical Points of Investment” Strategies at “Critical Points of Investment” Strategies at “Critical Points of Investment” Strategies at “Critical Points of Investment”

In June 2006, the Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction launched Making Hamilton the Best
Place to Raise a Child: A Change Framework. The change framework provided a strategic vision for
the community and the Roundtable and a focus on children and youth.

The change framework describes five critical points of investment as children progress through life. The
progression rests on important foundational community supports as illustrated below.

Many Hamilton children experience positive support at each stage of the progression and enjoy the
foundational assets identified above. But children living in poverty are derailed by barriers along the
progression and cut off from the community’s foundational supports.

Foundational Community Supports
Civic engagement

Universal access to health care supports that focus on prevention, early intervention and mental health
Strong educational institutions

A solid economy producing quality employment and a living wage
Affordable housing opportunities in neighbourhoods across the city

Accessible and reliable transportation system
Accessible amenities at the neighbourhood level (Supermarkets, pharmacies, banks, libraries, recreation, etc.)

Adequate and responsive income security programs
Institutional and community behavior that values the participation and contributions of youth

Skills through
education,
activity and
recreation

Targeted skills
development

(Post secondary)
Employment

Quality early
learning and

parenting

Asset building/
Wealth Creation
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Individual:
Children and Youth

Family:
Caring home, parental

involvement, adult role models

Neighbourhood:
Vibrant and supportive, safe

spaces, accessible amenities

Community:

Policy:
Social, economic, environmental, housing,

health, education, labour standards

Affordable housing, income security, good jobs,
health care, good schools, childcare,

transportation, sport and recreation, arts and
culture

Not Just Individual ChildrenNot Just Individual ChildrenNot Just Individual ChildrenNot Just Individual ChildrenNot Just Individual Children
To make significant change in the chances for individual children, we must look at the community and the
systems that surround them. The notion of the child at the centre of a series of concentric circles
(individual, family, school, neighbourhood, community, policy) helps us focus on the various systems of
support—and potential barriers—that affect a child’s development and progression toward adulthood
and that either create or prevent poverty.

1. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change1. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change1. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change1. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change1. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change
Quality Early Learning and ParentingQuality Early Learning and ParentingQuality Early Learning and ParentingQuality Early Learning and ParentingQuality Early Learning and Parenting

Skills through
education,
activity and
recreation

Targeted skills
development

(Post secondary)
Employment

Quality early
learning and

parenting

Asset building/
Wealth Creation

Why This Stage Is CriticalWhy This Stage Is CriticalWhy This Stage Is CriticalWhy This Stage Is CriticalWhy This Stage Is Critical
More and more research tells us that a child’s first years set his or her trajectory for life. Essential brain
development occurs before the age of 6 and EDI (Early Development Instrument) scores show us a
direct correlation between child development and socioeconomic status. Over time, children in high
quality early learning and childcare programs demonstrate higher academic achievement, fewer grade
repetitions and a lower dropout rate throughout their school careers. For the community as a whole,
high quality early learning programs deliver substantial long term cost savings in the health care,
education, social services and justice systems.
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The Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategyThe Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategyThe Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategyThe Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategyThe Significant Gap and Our Starting Strategy
Neighbourhood Early Learning and Care Hubs are a crucial component of early childhood
development.  But they don’t exist in all neighbourhoods. What makes these Hubs so important is the
fact that they are vibrant places where families have access to core child development, early learning
and care programs and some specialized supports. The hubs will also provide links to other specialized
services and additional community services.
√√√√√ The HRPR will support the development of Neighbourhood Early Learning and Care Hubs in all

low-income neighbourhoods.

Our Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point Partner
In the area of Early Learning and Care, Hamilton’s Best Start Network is an extraordinary collaborative
involving government, school boards, early learning and care providers, numerous community agencies,
individual citizens and parents. Best Start, a Ministry of Children and Youth Services initiative, aims to
provide more access to childcare and early learning opportunities through the expansion of quality and
affordable childcare and investments in programs and services that promote healthy early childhood
development. The integration of these programs and services is a priority of the Best Start Netwrok in
order to ensure our community offers a seamless service delivery system for families. Priorities under
Best Start include:  increased access to high quality childcare, community planning and capacity building,
formation of Early Learning and Care Hubs, screening and early identification activities, research and
evaluation. In its implementation plan, the Network identified a number of unique communities for which
specific strategies were required. Among those unique communities were families living in poverty.

What the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will Do
The HRPR will work with Hamilton’s Best Start Network to implement the Network’s strategies to
address the needs for families living in poverty.  Specific activities include:
√√√√√ Rallying additional  resources, people and partnerships to:

• Develop new high quality Early Learning and Care Hubs in under-serviced, low income
neighbourhoods.

• Increase the availability, accessibility and integration of services in existing Early Learning and
Care Hubs in low-income neighbourhoods

√√√√√ Working with Hamilton’s Best Start Network to evaluate the effectiveness of Early Learning and
Care Hubs in low-income neighbourhoods

√√√√√ Continuing to participate as a member of Hamilton’s Best Start Network (through the HRPR
Director)

√√√√√ Sharing with Hamilton’s Best Start Network the most recent trends, information and needs of low
income families to inform planning related to Early Childhood Development.

OutcomesOutcomesOutcomesOutcomesOutcomes
√√√√√ Increase the number of high quality Early Learning and Care Hubs in low-income neighbourhoods
√√√√√ Increase the availability, accessibility and integration of services in existing Early Learning and Care

Hubs (in low-income neighbourhoods)
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2. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change2. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change2. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change2. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change2. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change
Skills Through Education, Activity And RecreationSkills Through Education, Activity And RecreationSkills Through Education, Activity And RecreationSkills Through Education, Activity And RecreationSkills Through Education, Activity And Recreation

√√√√√ Increase the understanding and importance of high quality Early Child Development opportunities
in the community

Some Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and Research
• Reversing the Real Brain Drain—Early Years Study, by Margaret McCain and J. Fraser

Mustard (1999) investigates the interplay between nature and nurture, the importance of early
brain development, and the critical role parents and early learning can impact children in their
capacity to learn, their behaviour and ability to regulate emotions and health in later life.

• Dr. G. Browne’s Dimensions of Human Service Network Integration to be Measured (2006)
is an evaluation tool for measuring the integration success of collaborative models.

• Kids Grow Ontario website (www.kidsgrowontario.ca) provides a variety of resources including
interviews with leading researchers on children and youth issues and in January 2005, launched
the development of a ‘knowledge network’ for children and youth in partnership with Voices for
Children and the Offord Centre for Child Studies.

• Ontario Municipal Social Services Association—Campaign 47 has a focus on quality childcare
and early learning, housing and homelessness and economic security. In quality early learning and
childcare the focus incorporates healthy childhood development as a support to families, noting
that 0 - 6 are critical learning years.

• Ontario Institue for Studies in Education—Integration for a Change: How can integration of
services for kindergarten-aged children be achieved? This study compares the delivery of
services to kindergarten-aged children in Canada and other countries and advocates for a more
integrated model of service delivery.

Consider this...Consider this...Consider this...Consider this...Consider this...

• Critical brain development occurs in the first 6 years of life
• Research shows that early brain development is linked to future academic performance

and labour market success
• Healthy early development is linked to good nutrition, stable housing, quality child

development programs - all of which are limited by poverty
• 25% of Hamilton’s children under 6 live in poverty

Skills through
education,
activity and
recreation

Targeted skills
development

(Post secondary)
Employment

Quality early
learning and

parenting

Asset building/
Wealth Creation
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Why This Stage is CriticalWhy This Stage is CriticalWhy This Stage is CriticalWhy This Stage is CriticalWhy This Stage is Critical
Education, skills development, and school completion are closely linked to employment chances and
income. In Hamilton, high school dropout rates are more than 30% despite individual efforts in local
schools. Primary and secondary education systems are key to the success of our children and youth. In
addition, structured arts and recreation programs help children and youth to develop essential skills for
success in school and work—like self-esteem, creativity, problem solving, and communication.
Children, and particularly those from diverse backgrounds, encounter many barriers to participating in
sport and recreation and the financial cost is prohibitive for many low-income families.

The Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategyThe Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategyThe Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategyThe Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategyThe Significant Gap and Our Starting Strategy
Access to high quality after school programs—for learning, skills, recreation, fitness, and relationships
with caring adults—is limited for children in low-income neighbourhoods.
√√√√√ HRPR will work with partners to promote access to existing programs, identify program gaps in

low-income neighbourhoods, and align resources to fill those gaps

Our Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point Partner
Since 2003, the School Age Solutions Committee has evolved as a collaborative group of agencies,
service providers, potential service providers, and funders which shares an interest in the quality and
accessibility of programs for children age 6 – 14 years during out of school hours.

The following principles guide the work of School Age Solutions:
• To involve the greater City of Hamilton in the process of building a quality after-school system

and out of school hour services so all young people have access to quality programs in local
communities

• To develop a coherent system of integrated programs, all stakeholders will have to work together
to invest in the development of infrastructure, establish fiscally sustainable services, support
professional development and develop outcomes and accountability measures that reflect a wide
range of formal and informal learning opportunities.

What the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will Do
√√√√√ Build on one or more neighbourhood hubs to enhance the continuum of services for children and

their families for out of  school programs.
√√√√√ Encourage partnerships with business, funders, schools and local delivery agencies to build

programs which support students with a view to eliciting sponsorship for 3 -5 years for one or more
out of school programs.

√√√√√ Support the assessment of the mentor program for out of school programs and facilitate the
awareness of other services and partnerships.

√√√√√ Convene networks providing support to children and youth including the Best Start Network,
School Age Solution and others to promote family engagement in neighbourhood hubs and out of
school programs.
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OutcomesOutcomesOutcomesOutcomesOutcomes
√√√√√ School Age children of Hamilton will have access to high quality out of school programs in their

neighbourhoods.
• ‘Access’ considerations include that it is affordable for families, there is access to space,

transportation is available or not necessary, and that it is inclusive of all children including those
with special needs and challenges.

• ‘ High quality’ considerations include that the program is financially viable and stable, the
program has identified leadership, that the program strives to observe best practice guidelines
and that the neighbourhood’s families are engaged in the program.

√√√√√ Out-of-school programs are recognized as a key component for a healthy community.
√√√√√ There is a continuum of community programs and services, from cradle to career, for all children

and their families which makes Hamilton the ‘best place to raise a child’.

Some Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and Research
• Dr. Gina Browne, in Ideas that Matter, makes the case that an investment in youth recreation

pays economic dividends in cost savings for youth at risk and their families.
• The Annie E. Casey Foundation launched Making Connections with the belief that families

matter and place matters in improving the conditions that plague too many children, families and
communities—poverty, isolation and ineffective help. The Foundation is using a set of core
indicators to evaluate progress, gather data and guide investments and to hold itself accountable
for showing how Making Connections makes a lasting difference for children, families and
neighbourhoods.

• As part of the Tackling Poverty Together fund, Hamilton Community Foundation researched the
essential components of successful after school programs. See the report, School Age Solutions
for Out of School Programs.

• Parks and Recreation Ontario, in partnership with the Canadian Parks and Recreation
Association, is developing strategies for their National Policy on Access to Recreation for Low
Income Families.

Consider this...Consider this...Consider this...Consider this...Consider this...

• Helping youth complete school and graduate from high school, at a minimum, is critical to
breaking the poverty cycle

• Of Hamilton’s working age adults living in poverty, 25% did not complete high school;
• 17% completed high school with no further education; 11% have some post-secondary

education
• Despite high quality schools, Hamilton’s high school dropout rate is estimated at more than 30%
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3. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change3. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change3. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change3. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change3. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change
TTTTTargeted Skills Development (Post Secondary)argeted Skills Development (Post Secondary)argeted Skills Development (Post Secondary)argeted Skills Development (Post Secondary)argeted Skills Development (Post Secondary)

Why This Stage is CriticalWhy This Stage is CriticalWhy This Stage is CriticalWhy This Stage is CriticalWhy This Stage is Critical
Individuals with employable skills benefit from increases in both employment income and job security.
And for the community, a skilled labour force is the cornerstone of economic development. But in local
research, many small and medium employers indicated that the lack of adequate workers has restricted
significant growth for their firms over the last several years (HR Matters Report, 2002).

The Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategyThe Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategyThe Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategyThe Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategyThe Significant Gap and Our Starting Strategy
There is a critical lack of skills development programs for at risk youth in Hamilton.
√√√√√ HRPR will support a partnership to establish an innovative skills development program for at risk

youth.

Our Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point Partner
HRPR’s natural partner in this area is the Skills Development Flagship Committee.  The Flagship’s goal
is to help people access the labour market, particularly those who have been marginalized. The goal of
the Flagship Committee is to facilitate increased access to opportunities for meaningful employment
while ensuring the knowledge and skills of workers match the needs of Hamilton’s economy.  Their
initial focus is a Youth At Risk Project.  The model, which is under development, stresses essential skills
development, mentoring and links to employment.

What the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will Do
√√√√√ Support the direction identified by the Skills Development Flagship.
√√√√√ Bring business to the table to expand opportunities for mentorship and employment opportunities for

the Youth At Risk Project.
√√√√√ Bring potential funding to the table for financing of the project.

OutcomesOutcomesOutcomesOutcomesOutcomes
√√√√√ Develop a program that integrates identified best practices for skills development in youth at risk.
√√√√√ Identify an agency or agencies in Hamilton for the delivery of the program through the City’s RFP

process.
√√√√√ Secure funding for the delivery of the program.
√√√√√ Pilot the model with at risk youth in Hamilton.
√√√√√ Evaluate the success of this model.

Skills through
education,
activity and
recreation

Targeted skills
development

(Post secondary)
Employment

Quality early
learning and

parenting

Asset building/
Wealth Creation
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Why This Stage is CriticalWhy This Stage is CriticalWhy This Stage is CriticalWhy This Stage is CriticalWhy This Stage is Critical
For most people, employment is the determining source of income, dignity, and connection to the
community; it is the stepping-stone to social integration and prosperity. But some populations in
Hamilton experience disproportionately high levels of unemployment, including visible minorities, new
Canadians, persons with disabilities, youth, women, and Aboriginal people. We continue to marginalize
people with a multitude of skills and talents. Community-wide, high quality jobs and employment
opportunities make communities an attractive place to live and help to recruit new investment. But
population growth has far outstripped investment and Hamilton continues to create low-wage jobs that
prevent full-time workers from lifting themselves out of poverty.

Some Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and Research
• The Canadian Policy Research Network:  Without a Paddle:  What to do About Canada’s

Youth Drop-Outs. This report compares the labour market outcomes of young adults with low
levels of education to those with either higher levels of education or longer experience in the
labour market. The report notes that educators, employers and governments are falling short in
preparing appropriate pathways from school to work and greater collaboration amongst key
stakeholders is required.

• Skills Development Flagship, Moving Forward, commissioned a study to examine the labour
market barriers and challenges that youth experience. The research included a literature review of
both local and national reports on youth employment, a comprehensive review of local programs
and services for youth, focus groups with youth and youth program service providers and a scan
for best/promising practices both nationally and internationally

• Public Education Network: Community Counts—How Youth Organizations Matter for Youth
Development, identifies the meaningful measures of youth outcomes for the community, youth
organizations, schools, funders and policy makers

Consider this...Consider this...Consider this...Consider this...Consider this...

• Research shows that availability of skilled labour is more important than the cost of labour,
taxes, or proximity to markets in attracting new business (Area Development, 2002)

4. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change4. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change4. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change4. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change4. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change
EmploymentEmploymentEmploymentEmploymentEmployment
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The Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategyThe Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategyThe Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategyThe Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategyThe Significant Gap and Our Starting Strategy
New immigrants to Hamilton face significant barriers to employment despite high levels of skills and
experience.
√√√√√ HRPR will support the development of the Hamilton Immigrant Workforce Integration Network

(HIWIN), a multi-stakeholder table that focuses on creating opportunities for meaningful
employment for new immigrants to Hamilton.

Our Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point Partner
HIWIN, an initiative of the Hamilton Training Advisory Board, will be our partner in this work.   The
vision for HIWIN is a well coordinated, efficient and effective system that facilitates the smooth
integration of immigrants into Hamilton’s workforce.  They are seeking to improve the integration of
immigrants into Hamilton’s workforce so they are able to quickly use their skills, education and
experience.

What the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will Do
√√√√√ Convey the importance of immigrant workforce integration as a key component of poverty

reduction and economic development efforts
√√√√√ Work with HIWIN to identify key employers and other community resources to support the

development of partnerships and community resources
√√√√√ Work with local government partners to ensure policies and practices support immigrant workforce

integration

OutcomesOutcomesOutcomesOutcomesOutcomes
√√√√√ Develop partnerships and support employers to hire immigrants and to integrate them into their

workforce
√√√√√ Create awareness on immigrant issues and to engage key stakeholders in the activities of the

network
√√√√√ Create opportunities for collaboration in the community that will support a seamless pathway to

immigrant employment

Some Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and Research
• Hamilton Training Advisory Board (www.htab.ca): Towards Prosperity – A National and

Provincial Perspective on the Need to Utilize Immigrant Skills (2004). This report
summarizes current research on immigrant skills across Canada.

• Hamilton Training Advisory Board (www.htab.ca): Towards Prosperity – Researching
Immigrant Skills in Hamilton (2005). This research paper documents immigrant skills in
Hamilton and lays the foundation for improved recruitment and retention of immigrants by local
employers.

• Sarah V. Wayland, PhD: Immigrant Employment in Hamilton: Connecting the Dots (2007).
This research paper reviews and evaluates current employment-related service delivery to
newcomers and makes recommendations for improving the process. The findings of this research
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emphasize that employers are a crucial but often excluded component of the employment
services equation.

• Social Planning and Research Council of Hamilton (www.sprc.hamilton.on.ca): Report on the
Immigrant Skills Workforce Integration Project: A Plan for Hamilton. This report
documents the planning involved with the development of a strategy for change and defines
actions for the City of Hamilton, which if implemented will make a significant change in the lives
of unemployed and underemployed immigrants.

Consider this...Consider this...Consider this...Consider this...Consider this...

• 25,000 Hamilton residents are living below the poverty line, even though they are working
• In 54% of all low income families, at least one parent is working full-time
• By 2011, as a result of population aging, the growth of our local labour force will be

completely dependant on immigration or integration of working aged adults who have been
marginalized from the labour force.

• In Canada, not counting those who are unemployed, only half of all Canadians have a
single, full time job that lasted six months or more (Lowe 1999).

Skills through
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5. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change5. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change5. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change5. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change5. HRPR Starting Strategy for Change
Breaking the Cycle: Asset Building And WBreaking the Cycle: Asset Building And WBreaking the Cycle: Asset Building And WBreaking the Cycle: Asset Building And WBreaking the Cycle: Asset Building And Wealth Creationealth Creationealth Creationealth Creationealth Creation

Why This Stage is CriticalWhy This Stage is CriticalWhy This Stage is CriticalWhy This Stage is CriticalWhy This Stage is Critical
Asset building and wealth creation break the poverty cycle for individuals and families. As a poverty
reduction tool, asset building promotes economic independence through long-term savings and
investment. Best practices research tells us that building assets (savings accounts, home ownership, etc.)
promotes family stability, gives people a stake in their communities, encourages political participation,
enables families to plan for retirement and pass resources on to future generations, and substitutes for or
supplements employment income when people lose a job or suffer a reduction in pay.

The Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategyThe Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategyThe Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategyThe Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategyThe Significant Gap and Our Starting Strategy
The cost of housing (rent, mortgage and utilities) makes up the largest component of a household’s
budget.  There are many low-income families in Hamilton that are living in unaffordable accommodation.
When a family is spending more than 30% of their income on housing, there are other needs that go
unmet, and their ability to build assets is extremely limited.
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However, when a family is in affordable and stable housing, there is an opportunity to build assets and
help people move along the housing continuum.
√√√√√ The HRPR will help low-income families build savings and assets which move them along the

housing continuum (including social housing, rental housing and home ownership).

Our Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point PartnerOur Starting Point Partner
The Affordable Housing Flagship has been working on affordable housing issues in Hamilton for nearly
three years. It represents a new and innovative set of partnerships in the community—business,
government, social service agencies, housing providers, architects, and community volunteers—all
coming together to develop strategies to increase affordable housing options in Hamilton.

One of the primary strengths of the Affordable Housing Flagship is that while it draws on considerable
expertise and staff resources from the City of Hamilton, it functions as an independent body from the
City. It ensures linkages with other community committees through deliberate cross-membership. There
are between four and five Flagship members on each of the following committees:  the Hamilton
Roundtable for Poverty Reduction, the Food, Shelter and Housing Advisory Committee, the Hamilton
Civic Coalition, and the Housing Sub-Group of the Hamilton Addictions and Mental Health Network.
The result of this cross membership is a well informed committee effort that is strongly linked to a broad
base of stakeholders.

What the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will DoWhat the HRPR Will Do
√√√√√ Facilitate a process to establish and expand asset building programs across the housing continuum.
√√√√√ Convene a concerted community effort to ensure that incomes keep up with the cost of housing.

This will include addressing income assistance policies, rent supplement and housing allowance
programs, and minimum wage policies.

√√√√√ Convey the importance of affordable housing as a key component in addressing poverty,
contributing to economic growth, and ensuring positive outcomes for children and families in
Hamilton.

√√√√√ Help the Affordable Housing Flagship identify key housing stakeholders to consult with on local
barriers to affordable housing construction.

OutcomesOutcomesOutcomesOutcomesOutcomes
√√√√√ Increased number of people participating in asset building programs (50 in emergency shelters, 50

in rental housing and 50 in Hamilton HomeStart)
√√√√√ Decrease the number of low-income families who spend over 30% of their income on housing.
√√√√√ Increased understanding of how affordable housing plays a key role in asset building and wealth

creation.

Some Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and ResearchSome Promising Practices and Research
• Annie E. Casey Foundation’s Making Connections identifies that families matter and place

matters through connection to economic opportunities, supportive social networks and quality
services and supports - they have supported this initiative with a Local Learning Partnership
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Guidebook which provides information and resources to support the development of the LLP as
well as evaluation and data collection tools (www.aecf.org).

• Canadian Policy Research Network’s Building Blocks for Place-Making Policy identifies the
key success elements including local champion(s), civic culture of creativity, equitable
participation by local stakeholder, connections with government, adequate financial and technical
resources, and strong accountability measures to track progress.

• National Centre for Service Integration: Social Services Systems Reform in Poor
Neighbourhoods. This research paper provides a systems paradigm shift from a problem-
solving approach to a community-developed capacity building approach and reviews factors
including philosophy and governance, service strategy and frontline worker role.

Consider this...Consider this...Consider this...Consider this...Consider this...

• Building assets is critical to breaking the cycle of poverty
• Most low-income neighbourhoods have few traditional financial institutions. The payday

lending industry is filling the void. Their interest rates between 300% and 900% are draining
the assets of people already living in poverty.
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VI. VI. VI. VI. VI.  Local Strategies and Community Solutions Local Strategies and Community Solutions Local Strategies and Community Solutions Local Strategies and Community Solutions Local Strategies and Community Solutions

Why this Level is CriticalWhy this Level is CriticalWhy this Level is CriticalWhy this Level is CriticalWhy this Level is Critical
The current levels of poverty experienced in Hamilton are holding us back as a great city and will have
dire consequences for our future prosperity. The Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction is just part
of the solution to Make Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child. Individuals and organizations across
Hamilton are already working hard to provide opportunities for children and youth to succeed. There is
a creativity and passion in Hamilton to find new solutions that level the playing field for low-income
children and their families.

The Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategiesThe Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategiesThe Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategiesThe Significant Gap and Our Starting StrategiesThe Significant Gap and Our Starting Strategies
The poverty statistics in our community remain unacceptable and our work is largely directed towards
alleviation and working in silos.
√√√√√ The HRPR will focus on a shift from alleviation to prevention and support a collaborative, multi-

sector problem-solving approach.

Our Starting Point PartnersOur Starting Point PartnersOur Starting Point PartnersOur Starting Point PartnersOur Starting Point Partners
The citizens, organizations and leadership of all sectors in Hamilton are partners initiating local strategies
and community solutions. In the section below titled Promising Practices and Community Solutions you
will read about some emerging community partnerships. The HRPR will continue to build our
partnerships in order to strengthen the collective leadership of the community.

What the HRPR will DoWhat the HRPR will DoWhat the HRPR will DoWhat the HRPR will DoWhat the HRPR will Do
The HRPR will work collaboratively with the collective leadership of our community to support local
strategies in the following ways.
√√√√√ Track local efforts and accomplishments.
√√√√√ Convene groups to determine synergies, lessons learned and resource requirements.
√√√√√ Assess trends, impacts on individuals living in poverty, and promising practices.
√√√√√ Communicate results and celebrate success.

OutcomesOutcomesOutcomesOutcomesOutcomes
√√√√√ Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child will be an aspiration shared across all sectors of

the community.
√√√√√ The community will be actively involved in identifying change goals and solutions.
√√√√√ A civic space will exist for dialogue about poverty reduction across all sectors.
√√√√√ Strategies and solutions will be developed to address barriers that block progress to achieving the

aspiration.
√√√√√ Organizations and sectors will be linked to effective strategies and solutions.
√√√√√ Resources will be aligned and leveraged to support poverty reduction efforts.
√√√√√ Knowledge and best practices will be disseminated to inform and drive change.
√√√√√ Progress will be measured and reported to the community.
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Some Promising Practices and Community SolutionsSome Promising Practices and Community SolutionsSome Promising Practices and Community SolutionsSome Promising Practices and Community SolutionsSome Promising Practices and Community Solutions
How We Work/How We Work Together

• Poverty initiatives and tables established at local school boards.
• The Hamilton Spectator employees partner with Hess Street School to support the children, their

families and the school through a project called ‘Kids Unlimited’.
• The Hamilton Spectator launches The Poverty Project, a three year editorial commitment to

profiling poverty and individuals living in poverty in Hamilton.
• The Robert Land Community Association aligns with Mohawk College, Rotary, the YMCA of

Hamilton/Burlington and other partners to deliver programs and services in the Keith
neighbourhood.

• Hamilton Police Service launches COPPER (Constables on Patrol Providing Education through
Reading) at Ray Lewis School to provide reading assistance to students.

• Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction partners with Parks and Recreation Ontario and
other provincial partners with the goal of influencing public policy to break down the barriers to
play for low-income children and youth.

• One Book One City:  Tackling Poverty through the Arts launches in Hamilton through a
partnership between Arts Hamilton and the Hamilton Public Library.

• The Hamilton Chamber of Commerce – Community Development Committee identifies poverty
as a focus issue.

• A network of youth leaders and youth-serving agencies collaborate to ‘build a resilient
community by engaging youth’.

• Hamilton Police Services and other partners host a ‘Listen Up! Hamilton Youth Speak Out’
forum where youth identify issues of concern to them.

Impact on Individuals
• The United Way of Burlington, Greater Hamilton announces $700,000 in funding focused on

seniors, neighbourhoods and poverty reduction (Fall 2006).
• The Hamilton Community Foundation invests over $3 million to 65 different projects to reduce

and prevent poverty.
• The United Way of Burlington, Greater Hamilton announces a five year funding commitment to

poverty reduction (2007).
• The City of Hamilton, Scotiabank, Threshold School of Building and Hamilton Community

Foundation launch Hamilton HomeStart to help 55 social housing tenants purchase their first
home.

• Hamilton Community Foundation invests $100,000 to support the work of the Income Security
Working Group.

• The City of Hamilton returns $962,000 to 6,418 children and their families, a portion of the
National Child Benefit claw back (Fall 2006).

• Marks Work Wearhouse raised $7,000 during a grand opening weekend at their new flagship
location to donate through Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child.

• McMaster University Fundraising Initiatives Team hosts a week long advocacy campaign and a
concert to ‘Make Poverty History” in Hamilton and world-wide.
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·
·

• The Hamilton Port Authority and leading businesses launch ‘From Here to the Bay’ making a
three year funding commitment to the United Way of Burlington, Greater Hamilton.

• The Income Security Working Group is identifying more than 4,000 seniors in Hamilton to
access their Guaranteed Income Supplement  which could mean approximately $418 dollars
returned to each senior.

Government Initiatives
• Federal and municipal political candidates participate in briefing sessions on the topics of poverty

reduction, income security, housing and tenant issues prior to the 2006 federal election and 2006
municipal election.

• 37 delegations present to the City of Hamilton Committee of the Whole on the issue of poverty
reduction in Spring 2006.

• The Ministry of Children and Youth Services selects Hamilton as a demonstration community for
the Province’s Best Start initiative, with the City of Hamilton as the project manager.

• The City of Hamilton Council passes a motion to investigate the implications of a living wage
policy for the City and its contractors.

• Hamilton Niagara Haldimand Brant Local Health Integration Network (LHIN) identifies
coordination of services for children and youth as a priority including the development of an
electronic child health network, a child/youth rehabilitation network and increased capacity to
assess and treat children and youth with mental health problems.

• The City of Hamilton approves a motion to review the establishment of a “Low Income Tenant
Tax Rebate Program” modeled on the successful Senior’s Tax Rebate Program.

• The Ministry of Children and Youth Services announces a three year funding commitment to at
risk youth in Hamilton through the Youth Opportunities Strategy (Spring 2007).
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VII.  VII.  VII.  VII.  VII.  Some Concluding ThoughtsSome Concluding ThoughtsSome Concluding ThoughtsSome Concluding ThoughtsSome Concluding Thoughts

A Complex, Layered WA Complex, Layered WA Complex, Layered WA Complex, Layered WA Complex, Layered Web of Changeeb of Changeeb of Changeeb of Changeeb of Change
Woven together, the community-wide “macro” strategies addressing key foundational supports, the
strategies in each critical point of investment, and the strategies generated independently in all sectors of
the community provide three levels of change. These three levels link to the idea of systemic, concentric
circles of support for children and provide a comprehensive and layered framework for poverty
reduction for children and youth in Hamilton.

This complex web of change is both a difficult challenge and a wonderful opportunity for community
engagement in Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child. It is a multi-dimensional framework
that requires the involvement and leadership of a broad range of community partners, leaders,
organizations, and individuals. We are limited only by the imagination and creativity of our community.

Learning and EvLearning and EvLearning and EvLearning and EvLearning and Evaluation: How Will Waluation: How Will Waluation: How Will Waluation: How Will Waluation: How Will We Recognize Success?e Recognize Success?e Recognize Success?e Recognize Success?e Recognize Success?
Coming together as a city to tackle poverty is not easy. In the vision, we identified some of the
foundations needed in Hamilton to change the experience of poverty for our children and youth and
enhance the quality of life for all. Success for children and youth will be built on:

• universal access to health care that focuses on prevention, early intervention and mental health
• strong educational institutions
• a solid economy producing quality employment and a living wage
• affordable housing opportunities across the city
• accessible and reliable transportation systems
• accessible amenities at the neighbourhood level
• adequate and responsive income security programs
• and institutional and community behaviour that values the participation and contribution of youth.

The HRPR will be documenting and evaluating three types of change in our community: systems-level
change, the change resulting from the specific interventions in each of the critical points of investment
and community strategies. For each area of change, specific indicators and outcomes will act as a
signpost to ensure that we are on track. The HRPR will be utilizing a developmental evaluation
approach. Developmental evaluation provides a framework when dealing with complex community
issues and allows evaluators to capture and describe change through statistics and data, documenting
how processes are changing and the impact of the change on individuals and organizations.

As well, the Roundtable will continue to research best practice approaches in other communities and
work with local groups to make sure that Hamilton is taking advantage of the very best ideas.

To achieve an understanding of what change is happening, we will be asking different evaluation
questions to assess our progress:

• How does this effort show a shift from alleviation to prevention?
• How does this show a comprehensive approach tackling the root causes of poverty?
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• How does this approach work collaboratively across sectors?
• How is this making a difference in the lives of individuals living in poverty? How does this effort

involve individuals living in poverty in creating solutions?
• How does this emphasize innovation, risk taking, and long-term change?

We believe the answers will provide new direction for working together to impact poverty. The
Roundtable is committed to proactive evaluation and learning. This learning will be shared broadly in our
community and through our networks so that we can continue to improve and evolve our strategies.

A Final ThoughtA Final ThoughtA Final ThoughtA Final ThoughtA Final Thought
Every child has potential. Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child means that we invest in our
most valuable resource—our children and youth. By creating a community that supports and challenges
all young people to be the best they can be, we create a community that people want to live in and work
in and raise their families in. We create the social and economic vitality that Hamilton needs and
deserves.

Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child will take all our best efforts to work differently
together, across all sectors, to focus on the future, to be inclusive, to listen to the voices of youth and
people living with low income, and to think creatively about the systems that support or create barriers
for children and families in Hamilton.

When the aspiration of Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child was launched in June 2006,
we observed that the community became inspired and did not wait for a formal plan to take action.
These starting point strategies recognize that there is much that can be done when a community is
inspired to act.

This is the beginning of a process. It will evolve as the community engages in this effort, as good ideas
take root in the community, as systems adapt, and as policies change. Working together, we can Make
Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child.
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VIII.  VIII.  VIII.  VIII.  VIII.  AppendicesAppendicesAppendicesAppendicesAppendices

Appendix 1:Appendix 1:Appendix 1:Appendix 1:Appendix 1:
The Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction—The Next Four YThe Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction—The Next Four YThe Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction—The Next Four YThe Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction—The Next Four YThe Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction—The Next Four Yearsearsearsearsears

The Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction has identified the following approaches that both
influence and are influenced by the central focus of poverty reduction. These approaches drive our
administrative and catalyst role in the community. The Roundtable will focus on development of the
community’s leadership and capacity; working toward broad community involvement and engagement
and continually evaluating our results and ensuring that the lessons we are learning are shared broadly
with our local community partners and Vibrant Communities across Canada.

Annual Planning ThemesAnnual Planning ThemesAnnual Planning ThemesAnnual Planning ThemesAnnual Planning Themes
for the Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reductionfor the Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reductionfor the Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reductionfor the Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reductionfor the Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction

• 2007:  Igniting Action and Learning from Early Results
The 2007 plan is designed to build on the momentum resulting from the June 23, 2006 launch of
Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child:  A Change Framework. In the period
from June 2006 to now, the Hamilton community has responded with vigor and excitement to
both the aspiration and the call to the community to begin to address the challenges faced by
such high levels of poverty. In 2007, the HRPR will focus on lessons learned from early adopters
and early results and utilize these lessons to continue to ignite community action. It will also use
the first year to build tools, resources and capacity to enhance the collaborative process.

• 2008:  Building on Lessons Learned:  Maintaining Momentum
The focus of the 2008 plan is to continue to build momentum but also take the time to evaluate
and correct the course of the activities where appropriate. It is recognized that there may be
challenges faced by the community if there are no appreciable changes or success stories and
therefore evaluation of efforts and strong communications strategies and tools will be critical
during the first and second years of the plan.

• 2009- 2010:  Building on Success:  Driving Change
The HRPR recognizes that tackling the issue of poverty and poverty reduction is complex and
dynamic, and requires a cross-sectoral approach. As well, poverty is influenced by policy and
systems changes at the provincial and federal levels. These dynamic forces mean that while the
HRPR has identified an activity and results plan for the final two years of this initiative, we also
recognize that throughout the initiative, evaluation of activities, results and outcomes will require
course corrections and changes. Therefore, annually, the Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty
Reduction will review, assess, and refine its planning and activity.
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Leadership and AccountabilityLeadership and AccountabilityLeadership and AccountabilityLeadership and AccountabilityLeadership and Accountability
Leadership for the community effort of Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child will be drawn
from a variety of sources. Leadership will come from individual community members who identify
opportunities to develop and lead projects. Many individuals have already become engaged in this
initiative and are driving forward change.

Leadership will also come from current organizations in all sectors who identify a role or position to play
in poverty reduction efforts. This leadership may take place in current community initiatives or activities
but may also be represented by new collaborations, partnerships, services and programs.

The Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction will provide leadership by convening and engaging
community members and groups. The Roundtable will ensure that the issue of poverty reduction remains
a strategic focus of our work and a focus point for the community. The Roundtable will also provide
leadership through our current and future members and by forming working groups and affiliate tables
which bring a particular perspective to the work of poverty reduction.

The wide network of community leadership requires a high degree of information sharing,
communications and accountability. For effective community engagement and leadership, the community
will need to know about current activities and successes, challenges, and an ability to influence direction.

Community EngagementCommunity EngagementCommunity EngagementCommunity EngagementCommunity Engagement
Since its inception, the Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction has actively engaged with the local
community. We know that poverty is a complex, community issue that requires the collective
commitment and synergy of all members of our community. We believe that we are all part of the
problem and all part of the solution.

The Roundtable itself is a cross-sectoral collaborative table consisting of members representing
business, government and the voluntary sectors as well as individuals living in poverty.
In our first year of activity, we have consulted widely in the Hamilton community to both gain
perspective on the nature of poverty and on innovative practices and strategies around poverty
reduction. Since launching Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child in June 2006, community
engagement continues to grow exponentially. Community engagement is an integral component to
Hamilton’s ability to address poverty. The Roundtable has identified community engagement as a
strategic driver to our work.

We will focus on community engagement processes that bring people together around the issue of
poverty reduction. We believe that these processes will enable change including changing attitudes,
building our community’s capacity to work together and creating a movement forward. Our community
engagement focus will be to build momentum around the aspiration of Making Hamilton the Best Place
to Raise a Child. It will include achieving outcomes and creating community solutions.
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Our key success ingredients for community engagement are:
• A broad range of people are participating and engaged
• People are thoughtfully trying to solve the issue of poverty in Hamilton
• The engagement process creates vision, achieves results, creates movement and change
• Different sectors are involved in the process
• There is a focus on collaboration and social inclusion
• The community determines its own priorities
• There is a balance between community engagement processes and creating action

Building Community EngagementBuilding Community EngagementBuilding Community EngagementBuilding Community EngagementBuilding Community Engagement
The Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction will use a variety of tools and strategies to build
community knowledge and understanding of the issues of poverty that we hope will lead to the
community believing they can make a difference and acting. This approach, sometimes called KUBA,
moves individuals and groups along the continuum from engagement to action.

Engagement tools include many of the following:
• The www.hamiltonpoverty.ca website
• Bi-monthly community updates which will be posted on the www.hamiltonpoverty.ca website

and distributed through a growing network
• Community issues and collaborative tables
• Volunteer involvement opportunities
• Volunteer leadership opportunities with the Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction and in

the community
• Regular learning symposia and conversation circles on poverty issues
• Issue and policy papers
• Linkages with existing community networks and groups engaged in poverty reduction work
• Convening community action tables around the issue of poverty

Ultimately, the success of Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child will be lead and driven by
our community and its citizens. The community engagement strategy will reach broadly and deeply
across the community and support individuals, groups, organizations, neighbourhoods, schools,
businesses, faith communities and others who want to make a difference in the lives of children and their
families in Hamilton.

EvEvEvEvEvaluation and Learningaluation and Learningaluation and Learningaluation and Learningaluation and Learning
The Hamilton poverty reduction evaluation plan is built on a framework of developmental evaluation
tools. Summative evaluation will collect and reflect on the statistical results of the community’s efforts
including monitoring results based on outcomes. Formative evaluation involves documenting the changes
that are occurring in Hamilton. This may include evaluating the perceptions of the role, engagement and
leadership of the Roundtable, the number and nature of emerging community collaborations, the number
and nature of community engagement around the issues of poverty. Developmental evaluation will take a
systems approach to understanding how our community is changing. Are we working differently as a
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community? Are we increasing the community’s capacity to address complex issues? What systems
level results, such as changed policies, have been achieved and what are the lessons we have learned?

Instrumental to the success of Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child is the development of a
Community Learning Plan that will provide opportunities for on-going learning and capacity building. We
believe that action is not enough—we have to mindfully reflect on the successes and failures of acting,
the barriers and opportunities actions present, and the development of next steps.

The Community Learning Plan will include the following components:
• Annual Reflection, Learning and Recognition of Community Leaders Symposium
• Community Conversation Circles
• Briefing Sessions for Community Leaders including municipal councilors and other government

representatives
• Lessons Learned
• Technical Assistance Tools
• Community Facilitation Team
• Issues and Policy Papers
• Linking to the Vibrant Communities Learning Resource

Investing in Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a ChildInvesting in Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a ChildInvesting in Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a ChildInvesting in Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a ChildInvesting in Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child
The Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction is co-convened by the City of Hamilton and the
Hamilton Community Foundation. Both organizations have made a four year commitment to supporting
the efforts of the Roundtable. In addition, corporate support has been received from Dofasco,
Pictorvision, and Turkstra Lumber. Additional financial support has been received from the Charles
Johnson Charitable Fund and the J.W. McConnell Family Foundation. In-kind support for the
Roundtable has been received from a variety of community sources including Wesley Urban Ministries,
the Social Planning and Research Council, Heritage Canada, the Hamilton Community Foundation and
the City of Hamilton.

As the work of the Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction unfolds, we anticipate that additional
partners and supporters will come on board to provide financial and in-kind support. Operationally, we
will work with the community to build capacity with our organizational partners in the community.
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Appendix 2:Appendix 2:Appendix 2:Appendix 2:Appendix 2:
The Role of the RoundtableThe Role of the RoundtableThe Role of the RoundtableThe Role of the RoundtableThe Role of the Roundtable

Community change as complex as poverty reduction needs support. Experts in comprehensive
community initiatives (like Vibrant Communities, the Caledon Institute of Social Policy and the
Collaboratory for Community Support) have given us advice on what that support should be. Although
the Roundtable’s work will no doubt evolve over time, we are committed to four main roles:

1. Promote a Strategic Poverty Focus
• We will develop and articulate shared poverty reduction aspirations and outcomes across all

sectors of the community
• We will keep the focus on strategic community change
• We will influence decisions about poverty in the community

2. Encourage Broad Community Engagement
• We will engage the community in creating shared change goals and solutions
• We will create space for frank and open discussion across all sectors

3. Leverage Change and Action
• We will identify barriers that block progress and strategies that provide solutions
• We will link organizations and sectors that are crucial to effective strategies
• We will leverage resources, attract community investment, and encourage alignment of resources

to support change

4. Ensure Learning, Communication and Accountability
• We will facilitate exchange of knowledge that informs and drives change
• We will communicate to the community about poverty and change strategies
• We will measure progress (outcomes and process) and report back to the community
• We will provide administrative support to keep the change initiative moving forward

Three Levels of StrategyThree Levels of StrategyThree Levels of StrategyThree Levels of StrategyThree Levels of Strategy
As we move forward, the Roundtable will initiate strategies at three levels:
√√√√√ The “macro” strategy is a broad community-level approach focused at the foundational

community supports, policy and systems level change required for poverty reduction
√√√√√ Each of the Five Critical Points of Investment will be driven by strategic outcomes as defined by

a starting point partner
√√√√√ Local strategies and community solutions will be evaluated to build community knowledge,

synergies and best-practice approaches.
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Appendix: 3:Appendix: 3:Appendix: 3:Appendix: 3:Appendix: 3:
Vision StrategyVision StrategyVision StrategyVision StrategyVision Strategy

Skills through
education,
activity and
recreation

Targeted skills
development

(Post secondary)
Employment

Quality early
learning and

parenting

Asset building/
Wealth Creation

Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child
Tackling Root Causes:

Affordable Housing, Food Security, Income Security, Accessible Transportation, Safe Neighbourhoods

Hamilton Roundtable for
Poverty Reduction
How We will do Our Work:

•   Move from  Alleviation to Prevention   •   Tackle Root Causes
•   Work collaboratively across sectors

• Abandon Blame – all can be part of the solution
• Emphasize innovation, risk taking, long term change

Linking and
Facilitating Role

Strategic Poverty Focus
Community Engagement

Change and Action
Learning and Accountability

Changes in:
Structures
Processes

Policies
Indicators

Community-Level Macro Strategy

Critical Points of Investment Strategy

Local Strategies & Community Solutions

Knowledge
Transfer:
Outputs

Outcomes
Evaluation
Learning
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Appendix: 4:Appendix: 4:Appendix: 4:Appendix: 4:Appendix: 4:
Critical Points of Investment Starting Point PartnersCritical Points of Investment Starting Point PartnersCritical Points of Investment Starting Point PartnersCritical Points of Investment Starting Point PartnersCritical Points of Investment Starting Point Partners

Quality Early Learning and Parenting:  Best Start Network
Affiliated Services for Children and Youth, Catholic Children’s Aid Society, Catholic Family Services,
Centre de Sante communautaire Hamilton-Wentworth-Niagara, Child Care Supervisor’s Network,
Children’s Aid Society, City of Hamilton, Community Information Services, Community Living
Hamilton, Community psychiatrist, Conseil scolaire de district Catholique Centre, Conseil scholaire de
district du Centre-Sud-Ouest, Contact Hamilton, Early Words/1ers mots Infants Hearing Program,
Family Physician, Hamilton Health Sciences, Hamilton Police Services, Hamilton Public Library,
Hamilton-Wentworth Catholic Child Care Centres Inc., Hamilton-Wentworth Catholic District School
Board,  Hamilton-Wentworth District School Board, Hamilton-Wentworth Elementary Teacher’s Local
(Elementary Teachers Federation of Ontario, McMaster Children’s Hospital, Ministry of Children and
Youth Services/ Ministry of Community and Social Services, Ministry of Education, Mohawk College,
Niwasa Head Start Preschool, Offord Centre, Ontario Catholic Teacher’s Association (Hamilton-
Wentworth Unit), Ontario Early Years Centres, Parents, Settlement and Integration Services
Organization, The Community Action Program for Children, Wesley Urban Ministries, Wraparound
Hamilton

Skills through Education, Activity and Recreation:  School Age Solutions
Affiliated Services for Children and Youth, City of Hamilton, Community Information Services, East
Hamilton Kiwanis Boys and Girls Club, Hamilton Community Foundation, Hamilton-Wentworth
Catholic District School Board, Hamilton-Wentworth District School Board, Today’s Family, Umbrella
Family and Child Care Centre of Hamilton, YMCA of Hamilton/Burlington, YWCA Hamilton

Targeted Skills Development (PSE):  Skills Development Flagship
Adult Basic Education Association, Call Centre Training Program, City of Hamilton, Hamilton Training
Advisory Board, Hamilton-Wentworth Catholic District School Board, Hamilton-Wentworth District
School Board, Industry-Education Council, Ministry of Community and Social Services, Ministry of
Training, Colleges and Universities, Mohawk College, Path Employmnet Services, Settlement and
Integration Services Organization, Service Canada, Social Planning and Research Council, YMCA of
Hamilton/Burlington

Employment: Hamilton Immigrant Workforce Integration Network
ACFO, CARE Centre for Internationally Trained Nurses, Career Edge, City of Hamilton, College
Boreal, Dofasco, Hamilton Centre for Civic Inclusion, Hamilton Civic Coalition, Hamilton Cultural
Interpreting Services, Hamilton District Labour Council, Hamilton Health Sciences, Hamilton-
Wentworth Catholic District School Board, Hamilton-Wentworth District School Board, Hamilton
Police Services, HR Matters, LCM Associates, LIUNA, Marchese Health Care, Ministry of
Citizenship and Immigration, Mohawk College, Rotsaert Dental Laboratories Inc, Scotiabank, Social
Planning and Research Council, Service Canada, SISO, St. Joseph Immigrant Women’s Centre,  TD
Canada Trust, The Hamilton Spectator
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Asset Building/Wealth Creation:  Affordable Housing Flagship
Architect, Bank of Nova Scotia, Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, City of Hamilton, Good
Shepherd Centres, Hamilton Civic Coalition, Hamilton Community Foundation, Housing Help Centre,
LIUNA,  Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, Remax/Delmar Real Estate, Rotary Club of
Hamilton, Social Planning and Reseach Council, Threshold School of Building, Turkstra Lumber, United
Way of Burlington, Greater Hamilton, Wesley Community Homes, Wesley Urban Ministries
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Appendix: 5:Appendix: 5:Appendix: 5:Appendix: 5:Appendix: 5:
Linking Nationally through Vibrant CommunitiesLinking Nationally through Vibrant CommunitiesLinking Nationally through Vibrant CommunitiesLinking Nationally through Vibrant CommunitiesLinking Nationally through Vibrant Communities

The Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction has linked to the Pan-Canadian Learning Community
(PCLC) hosted by Vibrant Communities. Vibrant Communities provides resources, support and
connections to communities and community efforts across Canada engaged in poverty reduction work.

Vibrant Communities Beliefs:
• Communities can have a deeper impact if they focus on reducing—not just alleviating poverty.
• Local organizations are effective in mobilizing broad-based community support for efforts to deal

with local problems.
• We can do more together than we can do on our own.
• We can create increased credibility, capacity and capital for the entire field of community-based

poverty reduction by working together.
• We can complement the efforts of municipal, provincial and federal governments by tackling

social and economic challenges.
• We do not have the answers, only a commitment to learn, change and grow.

Vibrant Communities Principles:
• We are rooted in a commitment to learn, model and apply the strategies of comprehensive

thinking and action, multi-sector collaboration, community asset building and community learning.
• We understand that everyone is part of the problem and part of the solution.
• We focus on strengths and assets in communities rather than their deficits.
• We ensure a safe, non-judgmental environment where members can share their knowledge,

experience and stories.
• We respect and embrace a diversity of opinions, ideas, outlooks and abilities and engage in the

work in a spirit of trust, appreciation and generosity.
• We emphasize mutual support for and among our members.
• We measure our success by our results.

The beliefs and principles of Vibrant Communities closely align with the values and cultural shift
principles of the Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction. We also recognize that an effective
poverty reduction strategy is not limited to Hamilton but is influenced by systems, policies, and
processes beyond the community. Linking to Vibrant Communities enables Hamilton to extend our
knowledge, influence and best practices beyond our local context.
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Appendix: 6:Appendix: 6:Appendix: 6:Appendix: 6:Appendix: 6:
Some of the Interesting Ideas/Organizations we’re Following:Some of the Interesting Ideas/Organizations we’re Following:Some of the Interesting Ideas/Organizations we’re Following:Some of the Interesting Ideas/Organizations we’re Following:Some of the Interesting Ideas/Organizations we’re Following:

• Annie E. Casey Foundation - Making Connections (www.aecf.org/initiatives/mc)
• Play Works: The Ontario Partnership for Active Youth: Youth Friendly Cities

(www.playworkspartnership.ca)
• Canadian Policy Research Network - Kids Canada (www.cprn.org/en/kids.cfm)
• Ontario Associations of Food Banks - Hungry for Change (www.oafb.ca)
• Vibrant Communities - poverty reduction efforts across Canada (www.tamarackcommunity.ca)
• Tamarack Community / United Ways of Canada - Action for Neighbourhood Change

(www.anccommunity.ca)
• Community Foundations of Canada - Vital Signs (www.cfc-fcc.ca)
• Hamilton Niagara Halidmand Brant Local Health Integration Network - Local Health Integration

Service Priorities: Opportunities for Change (www.lhins.ca)
• International Institute for Child Rights and Development: Building Resilient Communities by

Engaging Youth (www.web.uvic.ca/iicrd)
• Caledon Institute of Social Policy: The Communities Agenda (www.caledoninst.org)
• Canadian Institute for Health Information: Improving the Health of Canadians: An Introduction to

Health in Urban Places (www.cihi.ca)
• Kids Grow Ontario: child and youth well-being knowledge network (www.kidsgrowontario.ca)
• Ministry of Children and Youth Services, Ontario - Ontario Youth Opportunities Strategy

(www.youthjobs.gov.on.ca)
• The Centre for Excellence for Youth Engagement - (www.tgmag.ca)
• The National Children’s Alliance - Middle Childhood Matters Towards an Agenda for 6 - 12

(www.nationalchildrensalliance.com)
• The Collaboratory for Community Support - (www.thecollaboratory.us)
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Appendix 7:Appendix 7:Appendix 7:Appendix 7:Appendix 7:
YYYYYourourourourour Place in Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child: Place in Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child: Place in Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child: Place in Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child: Place in Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child:
An Engagement TAn Engagement TAn Engagement TAn Engagement TAn Engagement Tooloolooloolool

To stimulate thought and generate conversation about this document, the questions below could be used
in staff meetings, church gatherings, service clubs, retiree groups, employee groups, etc. A Discussion
Guide to Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child is also available at www.hamiltonpoverty.ca.

How Might these Strategies Change YHow Might these Strategies Change YHow Might these Strategies Change YHow Might these Strategies Change YHow Might these Strategies Change Your Wour Wour Wour Wour Way of Way of Way of Way of Way of Working?orking?orking?orking?orking?
The Making Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child:  Change Framework, Community Strategies and
Starting Point Strategies documents challenge everyone to create a shared vision to make Hamilton the
best place to raise a child. These documents outline critical points of investment for children and youth,
and community conditions that support a child’s journey from childhood to adulthood. They stress the
link between economic and social development, envision a comprehensive, collaborative approach to
change, and propose some concrete strategies. We hope they stimulate your thinking about your role in
reducing poverty and leveling the playing field for all children.

We invite you to think big! What are the big actions that need to take place here to Make
Hamilton the Best Place to Raise a Child?

• Which critical stage of investment does your work fit into?
• What are you doing now that contributes to the goal of making Hamilton the best place to raise a

child?
• What thoughts have you had since reading the community strategies that might change how you

are currently working?
• What are the barriers in your field that prevent Hamilton from being the best place to raise a

child?
• What support or resources would you need to move forward your work?
• How might you work differently with others in the community to further the vision of making

Hamilton the best place to raise a child?
• What are the things you would need to change, as an individual, an organization, and in the

community to do so?
• What strategies do you propose?
• What is your aspiration, your dream?
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Roundtable MembersRoundtable MembersRoundtable MembersRoundtable MembersRoundtable Members
(at February 2007)

Rick Beauchamp, Ministry of Community and Social Services; Darlene Burkett,  Disability Action and
Networking Group; Marcel Castura, Hamilton-Wentworth Catholic District School Board; Mark
Chamberlain (Chair), Trivaris; Tom Cooper, McQuesten Legal & Community Services; Renate
Davidson, Stelco Inc. (Retired); John Dolbec, Hamilton Chamber of Commerce; Bill Gair, Dofasco
Inc.; Dr. Lindsay George, St. Joseph’s Healthcare; Peter Hutton, Hamilton Social Justice Coalition; Don
Jaffray, Social Planning and Research Council; Paul Johnson, Wesley Urban Ministries; Mary Lee,
Campaign for Adequate Welfare and Disability Benefits; Sandy Leyland, Community Volunteer; Yvonne
Maracle, Hamilton Regional Indian Centre; Councillor Brian McHattie, City of Hamilton; Bill Medeiros,
Roomers and Boarders Committee; Carolyn Milne (Co-Convener), Hamilton Community Foundation;
Brian Mullan, Hamilton Police Service; Joe-Anne Priel (Co-Convener), City of Hamilton; Dr. Elizabeth
Richardson, City of Hamilton; Ines Rios, St. Joseph’s Immigrant Women’s Centre; John Schalkwyk,
Community Volunteer; Dr. Leila Ryan, McMaster University; Dr. Christopher Spence, Hamilton-
Wentworth District School Board; Darrel Skidmore, United Way of Burlington, Greater Hamilton; Judy
Travis, Hamilton Training Advisory Board; Carl Turkstra, Turkstra Lumber; Neil Turner, Community
Volunteer; Steve Varey, Scotiabank; Dr. Gary Warner, Hamilton Centre for Civic Inclusion

StaffStaffStaffStaffStaff
Liz Weaver, Director; Marg Kowalski, Manager, Community Engagement; Barb Smoke, Administrative
Assistant; Sheree Meredith, Hamilton Community Foundation; Jane Soldera, City of Hamilton; Paul
Born, Vibrant Communities Coach

Funding SupportFunding SupportFunding SupportFunding SupportFunding Support
Funding to support the Roundtable’s planning phase has been provided by Hamilton Community
Foundation and the City of Hamilton, along with three donations from private sector members of the
Roundtable: Dofasco, Pictorvision and Turkstra Lumber. In addition, funding has been received from the
Charles Johnson Charitable Fund and The J.W. McConnell Family Foundation. In-kind resources have
been donated by the Social Planning and Research Council, Wesley Urban Ministries, City of Hamilton,
and Hamilton Community Foundation.
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For more information...

Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction
120 King St. West, Suite 700

Hamilton, ON  L8P 4V2
T:  905.523.5600
F:  905.523.0741

www.hamiltonpoverty.ca


